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GW works (and pays)
to meet demands of students
who act like customers
by4"3")'&33*4]Managing Editor

W

ith tensions still high after a string
of unpopular administrative decisions this summer, students might
be tempted to think GW is paying
little attention to them. But in reality, GW
has never been more tuned in.
The University – which relies on student satisfaction for tuition dollars, national rankings and professor reviews
– has spent 30 percent more on services
students' rising demands by hiring extra
hands, adding programs and expanding
Administrators past and present agree
that this generation of students is increasingly bringing a "consumer mentality" to
create a college experience that is worth
nearly $60,000 a year. In turn, that demand
is driving the cost of college even further.
See CUSTOMERS: Page 6

WELCOME BACK GUIDE
Pages 6-8
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For ailing children,
a week of relief
by,"30-*/"3".04
Culture Editor
Standing in the sprawling green
campground, junior Nicole Barton
heights, speed through the trees on a
zip line.
thick woods of the Camp Manidokan in Knoxville, Md – complete with
rope courses, cabins and paths to the
Potomac River – she knew her experience as a companion counselor to
children with cancer would be meaningful.
But she didn't expect to relish so
deeply her camper's personal victories. "I got to know my camper so well
over the week. We've e-mailed every
day since camp ended," Barton said.
of GW students to host their own
Camp Quality in early August, a free
week-long summer camp for a halfdozen children with cancer.
The GW chapter of Camp Qualuniversity to partner with the national program. Camp Quality has 15
camps across the country, and has operated in the United States since 1986.
The camp's GW executive directors, senior Sabrina Chugani and
junior Katie Black, spearheaded the
month at Camp Manidokan after securing money for the program and
recruiting two GW counselors over
the last year.
"It means something to me to see
a group of people coming together
and moving obstacles to put together
a camp that means so much to these
kids and changes the way they look
at the disease that they have," said
Chugani, who was spurred into action after she lost both her grandfathers to cancer.

It means something
to me to see a group
of people coming
together and moving
obstacles to put
together a camp that
means so much to
these kids.

''

SABRINA CHUGANI
GW Executive Director
Camp Quality

Camp Quality's day-to-day activities hardly deviate from those of
standard childhood summer programs. Campers swim, hike, paint,
go rafting and watch performances of
jugglers and magicians.
Then for one hour every day,
campers must rest from the high-energy activities.
"A lot of these kids come from
immunity-conscious
households,
and for many of them, activities like
swimming or rafting are new experiences," Black said, adding that the
camp mandates an on-site medical
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Marina Streznewski, 55, has dealt with student rowdiness outside her Foggy Bottom home for the last 11 years. She was one of
a group of residents who organized a coalition which sparked GW to respond with stricter off-campus policies.

Foggy Bottom neighbors build up
clout to tame off-campus students

The organization faced hurdles
cure a campground and run the program until this year. The program
initially struggled to gain credibility among parents of prospective
campers, Black said, as families
were reluctant to put their children
in the hands of college students.
To assuage parents' uncertainties,

by#3*"//"(63$*6--0
Metro News Editor
Marina Streznewski has contended with rowdy parties, vandalism,
public sex and urination outside her
Foggy Bottom home over the last 11
years.
Then the 55-year-old helped organize more than two-dozen neighbors
over the last year and prompted GW
to respond with plans to better control

See CAMP: Page 9

students – a major breakthrough for
Foggy Bottom residents that now has
students wondering how neighbors
gained such strong sway over GW
policies.
The University announced this
summer it plans to crack down on stuand townhouses. Administrators
want to hasten potential disciplinary
consequences, verify student addresses and allow neighbors to call atten-

online form. GW will also force students to live on campus through their
junior year, starting with the Class of
2018.
"We are cautiously optimistic,"
Streznewski said, "But after so many
years of being dismissed, it was a
pleasant surprise to feel that we had
really been heard."
See HOUSING: Page 3
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Hatchet to adopt weekly print schedule Sept. 3
Starting Sept. 3, The Hatchet will coverage, lively multimedia pieces
become a weekly newsand thoughtful compaper with a bolder commentary.
mitment to delivering fast,
Readers are inCory Weinberg
smart online coverage that
creasingly reaching us
Editor in Chief
will complement a redeon the web. The Hatchsigned print edition.
et generated about 50
The move from a twicepercent more unique
weekly newspaper will allow The visitors last year, with nearly twice as
Hatchet to better cater to today’s news many people reading stories on their
consumer. We will drive the news mobile devices. This change will alcycle around the clock on gwhatchet. low us to deliver more news to readers
com with our award-winning journal- in real time, in the medium they freism – breaking news, comprehensive quent, rather than in batches two days

a week.
The web is also where we excel.
Our website, breaking news coverage and multimedia pieces have each
recently earned regional awards. This
gan development on a mobile-friendly
website and app. In addition, a larger
design team will allow us to produce
more interactive graphics to enhance
our storytelling abilities.
The print newspaper will come
out each week on Monday, taking a
step back from the daily news to of-

fer deeper stories and sharper analysis
that will bring to life each corner of
GW and D.C., from Townhouse Row
to Thurston Hall to Capitol Hill. Readers can pick up a redesigned Hatchet
print edition Sept. 3 – one that’s been
modernized for a better reader experience.
Becoming a weekly newspaper
the recent declines in national advertising revenue seen across the news
industry. The Hatchet, as an independent student newspaper, is also 501(c)

the paper’s faster growth as a business
and allow us to produce more innovative journalism.
As The Hatchet confronts these
changes, we want to hear from you.
This fall, The Hatchet will ask how
you think we are doing in a community-wide readership survey. As The
Hatchet celebrates its 20th year of independence, we remain committed to
coverage that educates, informs and
enlivens the GW and Foggy Bottom
communities.
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IN BRIEF

Work-study awards mostly
safe after sequester hits GW
The University lost about $80,000 in federal work study money this year because of
huge federal spending cuts, but averted the
aid experts earlier this year.
That means this year’s 3.6 percent cut
Associate Vice President for Financial Assistance Dan Small said students likely will
not receive extra cash to keep working after
their award has dried up.
Students will continue to receive an average of $2,200 each in the program, which
pay subsidized by the federal government.
In the past, the University has been able to
plete their award before the end of the year
but want to keep working.
Last year, 2,504 students accepted federal work study aid at GW. So far, about 2,100

–Jeremy Diamond

The University announced this week
that GW will set aside $250,000 annually for
scholarships using cash that was previously
spent to engrave graduating seniors’ names
on bricks around campus.
With names already etched onto most of
the bricks on GW’s walkways, Senior Vice
Forrest Maltzman said money will be reallocated into a scholarship fund in the name of
each graduating class.
The last recipients of the two-decade-old
program were students of the Class of 2013.
sity Yard, Kogan Plaza and Anniversary Park.
“Re-directing funds from the alumni brick
program, along with the gifts given by seniors
through the Senior Class Gift Campaign, ensures that each class leaves a legacy beyond
bricks and mortar on campus – a legacy of
philanthropy for future Colonials,” a statement from the University reads.
Student Association president Julia Susuni said she brought concerns up with University President Steven Knapp this week after
hearing multiple complaints from seniors.
“A lot of people are pretty disappointed
by it, but I also think it’s nice to know that
the money is being redirected for future students,” Susuni said.

–Chloé Sorvino

ERICA CHRISTIAN | HATCHET PHOTOGRAPHER

Colonial Cabinet members Jorge Mitssunaga, Jamie Oh and Brian Doyle dance to pump up incoming freshmen attending the fifth session of Colonial Inauguration on Wednesday. The fifth CI session typically attracts international students, who have flocked to GW in recent years.

QUOTABLE

''

University ends $250,000
brick-engraving program

As in all family relationships, not everything goes smoothly every
single time, and everyone has a cranky cousin
who comes to the family reunion and makes life difficult.

''

–Stephen Joel Trachtenberg, former University president, on clashes with Foggy Bottom residents.
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Saturday

Sunday

25

Mov-in day

G-Dub First Night

Legacy Family Welcome Brunch

‘The Great Gatsby’

Get settled in your room, catch up with (or
get to know) your roommates and don’t
forget to give mom and dad a hug good-bye.
Residence halls open at 8 a.m.

Check out the University’s welcome party
with inflatables, games, and performances
and grab some free grub.
Marvin Center t9:30 p.m.

The GW Alumni Association will host its
annual reception for legacy students, their
families and past legacies. RSVP required.
Alumni House t10 a.m.

Bring a blanket to University Yard and
watch the 2013 romantic drama featuring
Leonardo DiCaprio and Tobey Maguire.
University Yardt8 p.m.
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Neighbors fight for
off-campus policies
from p. 1

said.

bought up land in Foggy Bottom and swelled its student
borhood with more high-end
apartments and restaurants
but sometimes driving a
wedge between itself and
neighbors.

townhouses in the Foggy Bot-

large parties on Labor Day
HATCHET FILE PHOTO

Malia Steele, then a freshman, joined the Guide to Personal Success mentorship program last year. Administrators ended the program this
fall to put more focus on specific student populations. GPS guides had been a key way GW tried to help freshmen transition to college.

After much hype but low participation,
freshman mentorship program scrapped
by CHLOÉ SORVINO
Campus News Editor

added that the program was

The University ended its
freshmen mentorship program this fall as GW's student

ulations of students.
Nixing the Guide

to

roles."
Last fall, guides were required to meet with students
set up two outings per semester, though the program

life programs.

sion by Center for Student

ates instead of just to groups
tween freshmen and their
The program had been
mandatory for freshmen until last year, though many
-

gram altogether.
"One of the hardest things
that any organization has to

administrators
unveiled
plans this summer to throw
their support behind the

MATTHEW TRAINA

generation students with
mentors.
With the end of the program, Miller said GW will
rely more on its house staff

tion mentorship program
instead. The University is

Matthew Traina, a soph-

for new students transi-

Business, said he was disappointed with the program
last year after he and his
guide met one time and "af-

the GPS program, housed
in the Center for Student
Engagement, "never had

ment for her.

-

doing something that maybe
isn't doing what it's meant

out of the program," Traina

Miller said the program

Miller had previously
planned to transform the
program into one involv-

the best pairs "happen naturally, instead of through a

dozen of those messages.

"I think the idea of
the program was
good, but it was just
not executed well."

up for a GPS guide after GW

improve the program. But

Kenneth Durham, a long-time
Foggy Bottom resident, wrote

worse. GW has not adequate-

Sophomore

-

So the neighbors began to
step up the pressure on GW to
intervene.
ty-run email listserv to air their
frustrations about noise, un-

program was good, but it

Student support and serundergone major shifts under
has expanded personalized
-

laws," Durham said. "I believe
job this year."
Neighbors pressed the
University mostly through
email, hoping their messages

ally hate students, and that's
"What we have a problem
with is the behavior with those
things that interfere with our
neighborhood where people
students have expressed outthem without student input.
obvious there was a little more
of the students," Weiss said,
adding that the SA is pushing
the University to address sturival of University President
tions. This administration has
former President Stephen Joel
when residents sat down with
planning team.

relations representatives and
engages with members of the
their visibilityw in front of
GW's top brass at multiple

plaints regarding student be-

featured visits from top-level
dent for External Relations
-

But neighbors and administrators said they have

-

was not doing enough to
"play hardball" with student
invested all my savings in my
home here, and I won't let that
dent Daniel Gage said then.

ings. Campus development
"As in all family relationships, not everything goes
smoothly every single time,

-

said in an interview.

Opinions

Justin Peligri
Opinions Editor
jpeligri@gwhatchet.com

Jacob Garber
Contributing Editor
jgarber@gwhatchet.com
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WHAT THE UNIVERSITY WON'T TALK ABOUT THIS WEEK
How much GW spends on cybersecurity efforts (p. 5)
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STAFF EDITORIAL

MICHAEL PHILLIPS | DESIGN ASSISTANT

IN DOG DAYS OF SUMMER, STUDENTS GET BURNED

sity's promises to improve housing and
student services are already fading.
This fall, students will return to a
creating new regulations that unfairly
target Greek life organizations and treat
21-year-olds like children.
Putting locals over students
will collect the addresses of students not
living in residence halls – starting with
Greek life members – and initiate faster
disciplinary actions against students
who elicit complaints from neighbors.
But administrators should realize that
quicker penalties and harsher monitorsteps too far.

diator rather than an enforcer, seeking to
facilitate positive relationships between
neighbors and locals without resorting
to harsh crackdowns on students as the
primary solution.
Administrators said the moves aim
to ease tension with Foggy Bottom locals who have complained about loud

students and an expanding campus
footprint. But composing a registry of
students who aren't even living in GW's
housing shows an intense lack of trust
of students.
appropriate balance between pursuing
a positive relationship with neighbors
Going after Greek members' resination toward one group of students.
those who are not tied in any way to a
fraternity or sorority.
A damning news report
Earlier this month, a scathing report
spotlight on an issue that GW students
have long known to be true: Several residence halls are in poor condition, made
worse by lagging FIXit response times
to maintenance requests.
The news report was not only
viewed by those who watch local television, but it gained traction on popular
blogs, news outlets and was complemented by a "GW Housing Horrors"
Facebook page. The negative publicity prompted a GW spokeswoman to

pledge an immediate review of maintenance response times, adding that the
complaints "reached the highest levels at
So why did it take a local news report based on testimony from summer
students and D.C. interns to get administrators' attention? Students from
Mitchell Hall to the Hall on Virginia Avenue have expressed legitimate housing
grievances semester after semester with
inadequate response.
That's why the announcement of
a housing investigation – only after a
scathing news report made headlines
– caused some students to assume that
the investigation was only meant to
save face, not to seriously address real
concerns that students have had for
years.
Forced to stay on campus
students – starting with the Class of
2018 – to live on campus for three full
years, instead of two, unfairly restricts
students' authority over their own decisions.
And while many upperclassmen
have chosen to stay on campus for three
or four years, others have relished the

opportunity to share a townhouse with
as soon as they were allowed. That
move can save students thousands of
dollars a year, while still keeping them
close to campus.
Presumably, the decision was made
for two main reasons: to assuage neighcampus, and to generate more revenue –
$2.3 million, according to 2011 estimates
– to put toward construction projects
and academic programming.
Knapp only made the situation worse
when he told The Hatchet that when it
cision, he hasn't "been focused on that
aspect of it."
Knapp's comments are frustrating, because money was undoubtedly
a factor in this major change. To be
more transparent, he should have leveled with students and admitted that
increased revenue was, for better or for
worse, part of the decision-making.
It was another example of administrators treating students like children
– a trend perpetuated this summer that
desperately needs to be abandoned now
that students are back on campus.

REFLECTIONS ON BEING "MOST POLITICALLY ACTIVE"

'Most politically active' title
comes great responisbility

Y

ou can learn a lot from living abroad.
While taking a course
in London this summer, I
learned that "chips" means french
fries, "loo" means bathroom, and
"cheers" is just a friendly way of saying goodbye, thank you and basically anything else.
But taking a class abroad also
taught me a lot about where the
American education system is lagging: We focus so much on becoming experts in our subject areas, but
we're missing the basics.
During the course, my professor
dent to share her opinion on Ronald
Reagan's presidency. "I don't know
much about him," the student admitted. "I know what party he was
from, so I know that I probably disagree with a lot of his ideology."
The British professor, using the
manners of his countrymen, told the
student that her answer was an "acceptable" one.
But if we're being honest here, it
wasn't acceptable at all. Americans
put up commemorative statues to
honor Reagan's legacy and name
airports after him. We should at least
know a small amount about his creation of a Cold War arms race.
Here's what really got me thinking: If that student had gone to GW,
recently rated the nation's most
politically active university by The
Princeton Review, would her anProbably not. As GW sets its
academic and research ambitions
neering, public health and computer
science, it shouldn't leave the fundamentals behind. In this day and age,
where our education system and
job market demand that we become
it can be easy to miss out on the big
ideas and basic facts.
That's why all GW undergraduates should be required to take a
basic American political history
course. With our "politically active"
title comes a responsibility to enter
the world as better global citizens.
And knowing a little bit about our
political roots shouldn't be too tall a
task.
Adding a mandatory course
would help us achieve GW's goal of
instituting a "rigorous common core
of undergraduate general education
requirements" over the course of the
next 10 years, as outlined in May's
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What's there to brag about?
by Lisa Fischer

Justin
Peligri
Opinions
Editor
ministrators and faculty leaders will
develop plans for an undergraduate
core curriculum over the next year
or so, and this should be at the top of
the list of courses to consider.
Some students who aren't interested in politics – and yes, they do
exist at GW – might claim a class like
this is a waste of time. They'd rather
hone in on their pre-med courses or
their studies in theater.
And generally, I'm a supporter
of less rigid curricula employed at
versity and Amherst College. There,
students are permitted the freedom
to pick courses that suit their interests and professional goals, as opposed to needing to adhere to a strict
and arbitrary university plan.
But this system is outdated for
millenials, who use Wikipedia as
textbooks and Facebook news feeds
as newspapers, causing us to miss
out on the basics, like rudimentary
We've all been told that we're
living in an increasingly global
world. About 53 percent of GW students study abroad, according to the
most recent data from the 2010-2011
academic year. And many of us will
make careers for ourselves overseas.
But forget about the professional arena. What about your
social life? When you're out sipping wine in Venice or downing
a pitcher of margaritas in Mexico
City and international politics
comes up, wouldn't it be awkward if you didn't have anything
substantive to contribute to the
conversation?
American students should also
tures, but at the very least, we have a
responsibility to know our own history. A course in the subject would
help.
If we're really going to deserve
our top political title, we have to
earn it.
–The writer, a junior majoring
in political communication, is The
Hatchet's opinions editor.

"
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Tethered to This Town

es, Washington is a 'real city,'
but This Town is a state of belonging, a status and a commodity," wrote New York
Times Magazine chief national correspondent Mark Leibovich in his new
book, "This Town."
In the salacious best seller, Leibovich paints a damning picture of the
District as a home for mercenaries
disguised as politicians – a soapbox
for empty rhetoric and a place where
earnest promises, empathy and public
service go to die.
For GW – an institution that has
tied its reputation so closely to D.C. –
this is troubling.
The District is GW's lifeblood, the
foundation upon which it recruits new
students, buys and sells real estate and
grows as an institution. Just look at the
We are not The George Washington
In light of GW's new designation
by The Princeton Review as the most
politically active school in the country,
students here are more connected than
ever to This Town. College Democrats
and Republicans remain a stomping
ground for many political hopefuls,
and it seems like if you haven't interned
on the Hill, you're excluded from some
special club.
ven for public service, yet its home
city has forgotten what that means.
As Leibovich puts it, "You still hear
the term 'public service' thrown
around, but often with irony and full
knowledge that self-service is now
the real insider play."
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Contributing
Editor
So for GW, the question becomes:
Is distancing ourselves from D.C.'s disparaging image even possible?
I hope so. I like to think that GW's
life, that through our students' commitment to service and advocacy we can
detach ourselves from a place where
community activism is motivated by
self-interest, not genuine good will.
And GW's tight link to the District
portunities, access to the Smithsonian
and research libraries, and close proximity to world leaders who can serve
as professors.
However, it's possible that any
number of benevolent acts and altruistic initiatives may not paint the full
picture of GW, or break it free from
This Town's infection. Despite recent
Obama's community service goal for
Commencement 2010 and ambitious
sustainability measures – GW still
appears tightly wound around This
Town. Look no further than GW's latest
advertising and branding campaign.
On the side of Gelman Library, the
focal point of our campus, dripping
with ostentation is the quote, "Here, a
Stroke of Genius Can Become a Stroke
of the President's Pen," with the White

House glowing in the background.
We hope to be respected on our own
merits as a research institution, yet our
laden hypothetical as the wallpaper for
our campus' research hub.
sity's resemblance to Leibovich's D.C.
extends far beyond some vacuous advertisements.
Just two weeks ago, students
started a Facebook page called "GW
Housing Horrors," adding photos
of residence halls' moldy bathrooms
that starkly contrast GW's touting
sity President Steven Knapp is in
the very top echelon of highest-paid
college leaders. And GW's administrators may have claimed that their
admissions data errors that led to
GW's unranking were unintentional, but this is the lack of transparency and questionable morality that
its heart.
We may keep green living at the
front of our minds, tutor low-income
students at the School Without Walls
and rally in front of the White House,
towards morality and ethos, it seems
that D.C.'s inbred culture pushes
back.
zeal on Freshman Day of Service, our
commitment to sustainability, our declaration of public service as a core value
– GW is tethered to This Town, for better and for worse.
–The writer, a senior majoring in
English and creative writing, is The
Hatchet's contributing opinions editor
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GW bolsters
defenses
against cyber
attacks
by MARY ELLEN MCINTIRE
Assistant News Editor
GW's computer systems have
needed to withstand increasingly
complex attacks from China and
Eastern Europe in recent years, pushing the University to build up its defense system that protects servers
vid Steinour said he has expanded
training for security engineers, paid
for new technology and stepped up

CAMERON LANCASTER | CONTRIBUTING PHOTO EDITOR

Senior Justin Mark, right, is working for D.C. Council member Jack Evans, left, in his campaign for mayor. The campaign,
also led by a GW alumnus, has tried to bolster Evans' chances by touting his economic development successes.

In mayor bid, campaign touts Council member's record
by ELORM SALLAH
Hatchet Reporter

dits stay focused on the issues."

In a mayoral race already
crowded with six Democrats,
the GW-led team driving Jack
Evans' campaign is hoping to
broaden support for the seasoned D.C. Council member
by appealing to a city tired of

includes four current students, is drawing on Evans'
big business ties to tout his
history of job creation and
development in the areas
of D.C. that need the most
growth.
Justin Mark, a senior,
stressed Evans' role in bringing business to U Street and
Dupont Circle – two of the
most prosperous commercial areas in the District today.
"He's done so much already for this city," Mark
said, sitting in a room covered with "Jack Evans for
ers hunched over their computer screens. "He's seen
the city at his worst, and he
knows how to get things
done."
Evans was in his fourth

Josh Brown, the Ward 2
Council member's campaign
manager who earned a political science degree from GW
in 2012, said his campaign is
trying to turn attention away
from trivial politics and towards the problems Evans
has vowed to address.
"The biggest challenge is
having the race not getting
bogged down by small, little,
horse-race sorts of things,"
Brown said. "We have to be
disciplined and focused on
our message, and hope that
the press and political pun-

year serving on the Council
when D.C. was in danger
of bankruptcy in 1995, and
watched as the federal govcial control board for the city.
The 59-year-old now chairs
mittee and sits on its economic development committee.
have turned around since
the 1990s, with the creditrating company Standard
& Poor's upgrading D.C.'s
credit rating in March and
the city reporting a $140
million surplus at the beginEvans' campaign headquarters, on 14th Street
between Logan Circle and
Columbia Heights, sits in
an area the Council member
takes credit for revitalizing.
Brown called the neighbor10 years ago, and a home

for blight and prostitution
before then.
Now, national publications are "writing on how
14th Street is one of the hippest neighborhoods in the
entire city," Brown said.
Evans will have to contend with candidates like fellow Council members Muriel
Bowser, D-Ward 4, and Tommy Wells, D-Ward 6. Bowser
and Wells held a slight lead
over Evans in a recent poll,
but the trio's main competition may be Mayor Vincent
Gray.
Gray, whose 2010 campaign is under federal inveswhether or not he will vie
for the Democratic primary
in April. But Brown said the
campaign would not be intimidated by the challenge.
"We will still win. What
no candidate can take away
from Jack, including the

current mayor, is his track
record, his knowledge, his
relations and accomplishments," said Brown, who
added that he personally
supports Evans because of
the candidate's proposal to
hire music, art and physical education teachers and
librarians for every school
in the city.
Evans has prided himself on advocating for the
als Park, which Brown said
was a controversial project
at the time because of disagreements over construc"Evans made it into a
combination of business
and labor working together," Brown said, adding
that Evans helped ease both
sides' worries about the
development. "And it has
completely changed that
part of town for the better."

Librarian pushes digital transition after Gelman revamp
by MARY ELLEN MCINTIRE
Assistant News Editor

"One of the challenges
for a librarian today
is to figure out... what
it is that you need
right here, and what
should be accessed
very quickly from the
storage facility."

The University's newly
hired head of Gelman Library says she will use the
building's $16 million upgrade as a springboard for
digitization to better use
their space on GW's cramped
Foggy Bottom Campus.
Geneva Henry, who arrived just a month before
GW renovated the building's
main level with sleek new
furniture and more powerful
desktops, said the upgrade
allows the University to rethink the library's primary
purpose. While the transformation to e-journals and
data visualization tools will
be slow-moving without a
boost to the library's budget
or a cultural shift among researchers, she said it will pay
She said the changes,
like new visualization technology in Gelman, will help
researchers make "new discoveries you could never
have made in print in the
same material."
"You make it digital,
you turn it into data and it's
amazing what you can do,"
said Henry, who was the
executive director of digital
scholarship services at Rice
University.
materials into digital form,
librarians must wrestle with
and resolutions, as well as
how to make materials the
most accessible online. That
means the library must
sometimes navigate patchwork copyright laws and
business models that Henry

JACK SIGGINS

former Gelman librarian
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New librarian Geneva Henry shows off Gelman Library's computer lab during a tour earlier this month.
The new lab is an example of the cutting-edge technology implemented in the new renovations.

said are not up to date with
the digital age.
At the core of Henry's
mission for a transformed
Gelman is a culture shift,
which would be aided by
potential facility upgrades
like humanities-based research labs to lure researchers into Gelman.
"That's not going to hapfacilities planning is big,
but to create those kinds of
environments where you
could have research going
on in the building, students
already here who can walk
by and say, 'Wow, that's interesting, what are they doing in there?'...it might spark
something," she said.

Police chief says revamped
Gelman entrance will
deter thefts, break-ins
by BRIANNA GURCIULLO
Metro News Editor
Gelman
Library's
refurbished
entrance,
which
opened
this
month, includes security measures like glass
door turnstiles and more
security cameras to combat unlawful entries and
thefts.
Security was a priority during the entrance
redesign process for both
Jack Siggins, who served
as Gelman's head librarian until last summer,
and Kevin Hay, chief of
the University Police Department. Both said the

new features, including
about 15 additional security cameras and chesthigh turnstile doors,
would help tighten security.
Hay said UPD had
previously caught teenagers in Gelman who
were "really thin" and
able to squeeze through
the turnstiles.
"With this new system of glass doors, they
can't do that. They would
actually have to physically climb over, both coming and going," Hay said.
or robberies in the library
from July 2012 through

The struggle, Henry and
her predecessor Jack Siggins both said, is to provide
enough study space while
maintaining the library's
status as the University's
primary research hub – and
dealing with its about $4 million annual operating budget, which outside librarians
have said is paltry.
"One of the challenges
ure out what the balance is
between having – in terms
of books and periodicals –
what it is that you need right
here, and what should be accessed very quickly from the
storage facility," said Siggins,
who retired in June 2012 and
remains an adviser for the

those cases remained
open or lacked suspects
also responded to three
incidents in which people entered the building
without permission, arresting suspects in two
of those cases.
Siggins, who had
served as GW's head librarian for 17 years and
remains a consultant for
Gelman, said security
was one of his "highest
priorities" as he planned
the overhaul.
"Security
in
this
building, in any library,

project.
The library must prioritize what items within its
collections to digitize, likely
focusing on its special collections and rarer materials.
To make way for more
group space and technology
– such as three-dimensional
screens – GW has cleared
more than 20,000 volumes
of materials out of its main
building each year, scanning its existing collections
and opting for e-books when
possible.
But the digitization process is costly – and therefore
slow.
Already, the library lacks
the money to properly maintain its materials, Henry said
could only check the exit
if they turned around,
and a suspect could walk
into the library through
the exit gates while their
backs were turned.
teenager in February after he entered the the

– which is the subject of Provost Steven Lerman's strategic library review slated to
be released at the end of the
month.
"We're under-resourced.
Without having any budget
increases, our collections are
research university needs to
be at," Henry said, detailing
Henry said Gelman's
annual budget is unlikely to
change until donations drastically increase. She said she
has already begun working
with a member of GW's fundraising team whose focus
is the library. She said more
donations could bring GW
to the same level as schools
with premiere research libraries, like Stanford University and the University of
Michigan.
The University of Michigan's library system's total
expenditures for 2011-2012
were nearly $64 million,
compared to GW's $26 million, according to the Association for Research Libraries.
building through the library's exit lane, and the
Metropolitan Police Department also charged
him with possession of
and intent to distribute
marijuana.
–Aaron Goodtree
contributed to this report.

because you don't have
many straight lines of
sight," he said.
Hay said the new
to see both the entrance
and exit gates at the same
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Gelman Library increased security measures as part of its $16
million renovations, including glass-door turnstiles.

detect unusual activity.
Attempts to breach cyber security are common at large institutions
like colleges, said computer science
professor Rahul Simha, as hackers
are often drawn in by social security
information and plans for valuable
patents.
"This is a sort of cat-and-mouse
game now between attackers and
defenders," Simha said. "As there are
more and more tools available for
detecting vulnerabilities, attackers
have now looked harder, and some
are very intricate."

"As there are more and
more tools available for
detecting vulnerabilities,
attackers have now
looked harder, and some
of the vulnerabilities
that they find are very
intricate."
RAHUL SIMHA

Computer Science Professor
Steinour said while computer
engineers are steadily improving
defense systems, recent attacks are
action against small threats to avoid
their escalation into large-scale problems for the server.
The attacks can lead to data theft
or viruses, and can be the result of a
site overload – when requests from
thousands of machines slow the
servers so users cannot access it.
They could also be attempts to exploit a hole in the site's code.
About one quarter of GW's cyber
University's websites or data, often
searching for researchers' intellectual property data. The remaining 75
percent occur when attackers detect
weaknesses in a site's defense system; these types of attacks are easier
to control.
James Lewis, a cyber security expert at the Center for Strategic and
International Studies, said universities attract a higher number of cyber
attacks because students' computers are good places to spread spam
emails.
Lewis added that the rise of social media sites like Facebook have
made it easier to research victims of
cyber attacks. Those committing cyber attacks – often criminal groups
associated with foreign intelligence
mation about victims that help them
uncover their passwords, he said.
Attacks targeting intellectual
property most commonly originate
in China, while other crimes often
come from Russia and Eastern Europe, said Amy Butler, an administrator who oversees GW's information security.
While GW's main websites are
secured, Steinour said an attacker
broke through the defense of a Columbian College of Arts and Sciences
website in March.
The attack targeted an outdated
research group's site on the Columbian College server, but did not leak
any sensitive information, said Sean
Connolly, who runs the school's information technology. The site was
scheduled to be upgraded this summer, but the attack, which targeted a
small piece of code, pushed forward
the upgrade.
He declined to say the source
of the attack, adding that it was not
dangerous to University data. "We're
much more concerned about the conly said. "From our perspective, the
web compromise was unfortunate,
but the impact was relatively low."
Steinour said GW spends a
comparable amount of money on
cybersecurity to other universities,
amount.
Lewis said organizations like
banks and universities started
pouring more money into cyber
security about a year ago, after
Iranian hackers attacked U.S.
banks and infrastructure. He said
protecting networks with special
systems or technologies that involve around 10,000 computers
can cost millions of dollars annually.
must involve defense, detection
and remediation," Steinour said in
an email. "Having a deep understanding of the tactics and techniques within the current threat
landscape is a very important consideration to safeguarding the University network."
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GW: Where students want it all
from p. A1
"People didn't used to come to a university thinking they were

and such when they come to a campus."

Dave Gelsomino @DaveGelsomino12
Frustrated that @gwbusiness cancelled a senior level
class two weeks before classes begin.
@GWPeterK can we get a policy w/ more notice?

no longer means just counseling and academic advising.
He pointed to multi-million

For $60,000, an expectation for top service
far below par.
"I get really frustrated when programs and services aren't in a top
-

as well as the swell of student
upgraded power systems and
internet in residence halls. "The
-

to rapidly respond.
who has spent the last year monitoring hashtags and skimming lists of

address student complaints.

similar institutions.

receive top service. This uniter's frustration boiled over:

Peter Konwerski @GWPeterK
I'm sorry to hear. Check with the Dept Chair & your
advisor. They might have options. @DaveGelsomino:
Frustrated @gwbusiness cancelled class

the core message of "Fuck
tors for basing their decisions
on the bottom line.
Among the sticking
ter blasted for taking up pre-

votes in the election and plac-

Hugo Scheckter, who
graduated this year, centered his Student Association presidential campaign
around a core model:
"Fuck GW." Students
have been boiling over
lately about services and
administrative decisions,
a trend seen across higher
education.

said the success of his campaign was "clear evidence of
how people are disenfranchised."

Colleges turning into businesses

The heightened focus on supporting students outside of the classroom mirrors a national focus on better customer service in higher
education. After students spend their high school careers "shopping"
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Building spirit at GW

-

Peter Konwerski,
the dean for student
affairs, responds to
students' complaints
almost every night on
Twitter.

-

PHOTO COURTESY OF HUGO SCHECKTER

to come out of it and negatives that came out of it."

-

ans services.
But some students still say the administration has failed to see
what students want from their college.
dent behavior in order to appease Foggy Bottom neighbors.
"Considering what's happened over the last few weeks and over
between cordial relations and playing hardball with administrators.

that's traditionally been absent from top university decision-making
bodies.

you for a reason."

–Cory Weinberg, Chloe Sorvino and Brianna Gurciullo
contributed to this report

storylines to Watch this year

Life's never boring at GW and in its D.C. home.

by JEREMY DIAMOND | Assistant News Editor

Stay on top of these storylines throughout the year as the future of the city and the campus transform right before your eyes.
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A facelift on
Pennsylvania Avenue
ect will start to take shape this fall.
project booted restaurants Froggy

Waiting for Gray

-

March on Washington,
50 years later

Leaping toward
online education

President Barack Obama will mark
the anniversary of the historic protest

stepping into the world of free on-

-

of massive open online courses

Café and Mehran from their stal- incumbent has not yet announced his
wart Pennsylvania Avenue loca- plans to run for a second term.
this fall to transform the row into

strengths as early as this year. Paul

The speech comes after jurors online academia education and
handed down a not guilty verdict to
the man accused of killing Trayvon troversial law school deanship to
- pioneer the much-hyped MOOCs
But the clock is ticking: four top

would host retailers on the first
floor.
across the country. Obama gave
vy in helping to make over the jumped into the race for the city's top emotional remarks after the verFoggy Bottom neighborhood with spot. These top four contenders raised
real estate investments and redevelopment projects that also help
- "Trayvon Martin could have been
- line for announcing whether he will
seek a second term. Council member
(which includes the Foggy Bottom
perks to appease community leaders who had been opposed to the
plan.

fered a cautious blessing of the
MOOC phenomenon during a
panel last April.
will find their place over time and
said.

A $1 billion
fundraising campaign?
All signs point to the ansity has poured money and time
into fundraising efforts over the
which will likely be revealed

history of subpar fundraising if it
is going to reach its lofty academic
and research ambitions.
Promising signals are coming
reached its goals in recent years by
doubling down on annual giving
efforts.
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How to travel
to Guatemala,
become a zombie
and save the world

filling up your

fall

Wardrobe

A BRIEF GUIDE TO STUDENT ORGS
by EMILY HOLLAND, KELSEY RENZ
AND RACHEL SMILAN-GOLDSTEIN
Hatchet Staff Writers

by CHLOÉ SORVINO
Campus News Editor

Health

Tired of blending in with everyone else from the Tri-State
Area? While leggings and chunky sweaters are in-season
for the fall, pick up some closet fresheners for your back-toschool wardrobe. Just a few new pieces will make your entire
closet feel new. We've boiled it down to the top five musts for
your updated back-to-school wardrobe.
in oxblood – the perfect color to welcome the cooler
weather. The dark wine shade, whether it's a dress,
separate or pumps, makes clothes look richer while still
keeping a classic feel.
2. Stand out from the crowds that sport oversized Louis
Vuitton totes by carrying more understated designs,
like Marni's Bucket Hobo Bag in Dark Sea Green
and Carbon Black or MICHAEL Michael Kors
Large Selma Studded Saffiano Tote.
The natural colors – forest greens, tans and charcoals
check out
burgundy or black.

in dusty

3. Store your miniskirts and shorts in your closet for
the season and buy some knee-length skirts.
Look for a T-shaped skirt that cinches your waist and
your knees, it will give you a modest look that works
with the fall weather and your fall internship on Capitol
Hill or K Street.
wingtip oxfords. Whether you choose a deep-colored
leather or a more eye-popping shade, the shoes will add
properly.
5. Assuming a leather motorcycle jacket is already hangvintage bomber jacket. The best ones won't
be found in a department store: Mine is a hand-medown from my mom, who picked it up in France in the
stocked shop near U Street brimming with everything
of a John Hughes movie.

4
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Community Service
ALTERNATIVE BREAKs: Alt Breaks fuses fun with service
for one week during winter and spring breaks. Each year, at
least 350 students participate on projects ranging from disastrips during winter break and 11 trips during spring break
to domestic and international locations, including New Orleans, Puerto Rico and Guatemala. Domestic trips usually
cost about $400, and students host fundraisers to help cover
second week of September.
The DMV Club: The DMV Club brings students together for service and advocacy projects in D.C., Maryland and
understanding of the history of the District's population and
culture, from forums on Chuck Brown and D.C. go-go music
to speaking engagements on leadership with Mayor Vincent
Gray. Weekly study hours keep members connected, helping
them to form strong bonds rooted in service and leadership
in the community.

International Affairs
International Affairs Society: You don't need to be a
dents to speakers, events and embassies across D.C., hosting global
Last February, the group hosted the Korean Ambassador to the U.S.
The organization also contributes to international philanthropic efforts, holding fundraisers and tackling issues like economic development in Haiti.
Model United Nations:
assigning countries to delegates and facilitating research, discussion and debate on international issues. GW's delegation was
ranked No. 6 nationally for the 2012-2013 year, which tracks college Model U.N. scores in the U.S., and Colonials have consistently
placed in the top 10 in national rankings.
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Peer Health Exchange: Peer
unteers in high school health classes
to address major health themes —
from the birds and the bees to drugs
and alcohol. The peer-to-peer model
encourages students to open up, program co-coordinator Ayse Cetinkaya
said: "We give them information, we don't talk down to them." GW
high schools, including Eastern Senior High School and Dunbar
Senior High School.
Health Leads: Health Leads connects student
volunteers with D.C. clinics to help low-income
community members access health resources they
need. Student advocates work directly in clinics and
munity resources such as health programs or food
ticipate in the program.

Cupcakes, Zombies & More
Buff and Blue Bakers:

food donations for nearby shelters. They also hold
bake sales on campus, delivering all proceeds to food
baking at home with my family while at school," said
club has between 20 and 30 members, and encourages people with
Humans Versus Zombies: The game of tag that you knew
zombies. Humans Versus Zombies pits people against the "undead" — marked by bandanas worn around their head or neck —
for seven-to-10-day stretches, and players are vulnerable whenever
they step on campus grounds. The hunted use socks and Nerf guns
to bring down their attackers and escape. "We used to joke that the
most stressful week in college is Humans Versus Zombies week,
because you're running scared, looking for any zombies that might
be out to get you," Humans Versus Zombies president Nick Trokel
Lemonade Day-D.C.:
nered with the GW School of Business, gives D.C. youth the chance
to learn entrepreneurial skills. Each year, the local students learn
how to run a business, with the program concluding on Lemonade
Day, when they operate their own lemonade stands all across the
city. "On Lemonade Day, the community witnessed these young
entrepreneurs thrive as they put to practice what they learned, avMore than 500 GW students participated last year and the program
is looking for leaders for 2014.
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best off-campus study spots
by AMELIA WILLIAMS
Hatchet Staff Writer

Gelman's newly
renovated first floor
will likely fill up fast
this semester, so
here are a few study
spots where you can
crank out that term
paper with a little
scenery change, too.

National Portrait
Gallery's
Kogod Courtyard

Quiet

Eighth and F streets, NW

The Library of Congress is an obvious choice
– but have you ever actually
studied there? Once you've
trekked over to Capitol South
and picked up your library
card, you'll want to spend
your next four years there. Just
be prepared, because you can't
bring a large bag into its reading rooms.
Head to the National Portrait Gallery and settle
canopy in the Kogod Courtyard.
There's free Wi-Fi and a cafe
open until 6:30 p.m. For a study
break, head to the gallery's esteemed Portraits of the Presidents collection, which houses
one of only three replicas of
George P.A. Healy's portrait of
President Abraham Lincoln.
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Outdoor

Laid Back

Rather than heading to the lawn
of the National Mall – where your
book pages will blow away and
you won't be able to see your laptop – head to the staircase behind
the Lincoln
Memorial
where it's shady and covered. Besides keeping your distance from
noisy tourists, you'll also have a
view of the Potomac River and
Arlington – easily one of the best

For those who crave caffeine,
Saxbys coffee shop has locations in both nearby Georgetown and Dupont Circle that
attract students for a casual
study spot. Both have plenty
of outlets to keep your laptop
charged, and offer specialty
coffees, smoothies, sandwiches and salads, so you'd be able
to stay for a while.

Maybe you've been to the National Sculpture Garden for jazz and sangria Friday
afternoons, but you can also enjoy
this grassy corner of the Mall as a
peaceful outdoor study spot. Not
feeling the benches or the poolside
steps? The Pavilion Cafe has indoor and outdoor seating, as well
as to-die-for desserts including
croissants, eclairs and napoleons.

Busboys
and
Poets
2021 14th St., NW

Metro stops away from campus at
the Smithsonian, or a walk there
takes less than half an hour.
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With slam poetry, a sustainable menu and Harlem Renaissance-themed decor, Busboys and Poets is a hipster favorite across D.C. Founded in
2005, the restaurant and the adjoining bookshop are known for promoting
social justice and drawing diverse crowds. Choose the location on U Street
for the best atmosphere.

DORM
Decor

FooD TruCKS ThaT arE
worTh ThE LiNES
(and some that should just drive away)

It's lunchtime in Foggy
Bottom. J Street sounds

by OLIVIA KANTOR
Contributing Culture Editor

unappealing already.

Cramped space and building regulations can really dampen your
dorm decorating ideas. But a few easy DIY projects can take your
room from bland to beautiful on a budget.

Strewn across campus
sit brightly colored

Paint strip wallpaper

food trucks all vying for

It's not the best idea to paint your wall in Thurston or Ivory (clean-

student's attention — and

to your walls anyway. Turn some free paint strips into instant wallpaper by taping them above your bed or dresser. Sherwin-Williams
has two nearby locations on Wisconsin Avenue and Connecticut
Avenue, and Monarch Paint in Mount Vernon Square has big selections of paint strips you can snag.

dollars. So which food
trucks are worth your
cash? We rated a few out

Mason jars

of five stars.
by JOSH SOLOMON
Hatchet Reporter

your room, mason jars provide endless opportunities for hipster
decor. You can string lights inside them for a makeshift nightlight,
or toss desk knick-knacks in them to save space. Skip the expensive
Mason Jar Sippers at Anthropologie – because really, so mainstream
– and order a set from Target, Amazon or Etsy instead.

CapMac
@CapMacDC

Pepe @pepefoodtruck
Chef Jose Andres continues to serve up On campus Thursdays
lessons to Foggy Bottom even after teaching a class to GW students last semester.
spired food trucks. His sandwiches — like the pollo frito with
out requiring sides. Plus, it's wrapped up to make for easy onthe-go eating.
½
CapMac @CapMacDC
CapMac, a.k.a. the Holy Grail, crafts an awesome combination of
coolness and creamy, crunchy cheese cracker-topped macaroni
and cheese. The issue: Lines for the truck are like those outside of
the Verizon Center when Jay-Z comes to town — nearly imposself with both, seek the Holy Grail: Mac and cheese topped with
chicken parmesan meatballs is worth the wait and the slight tug
on your wallet.
½
Far East Taco Grille
@FarEastTG
going out to 7-Eleven at 3 a.m. for his pregnant wife, except their
food tastes good at all hours of the day. Authentic Mexican tacos
are fused with the likes of Asian-style juicy steak, kimchi-lime
slaw, spicy pineapple sauce and onion-lime relish. Satisfy a crav$8.
Yumpling @yumplingdc
Yumpling's dumplings are not yummy because of the dump-
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ling itself. The yum comes from their sauces: The sweet chili is
tame, while their spicy chili oil satiates more adventurous appethis bright yellow truck as your place for cheap, yummy snacks
where you can grab six dumplings for $5.
Tasty Kabob @TastyKabob
but this popular truck should up its game for the price it's charging. If you're really in the mood, go for a side like chickpeas or
okra for $2, but if not, pass this truck up and get some better bang
for your GWorld-less buck.
½

The dish on off-campus bites

Photo mural

Biggeris always better. Try blowing up your photos from your last
family vacation or your favorite summer concert to hang up as
murals. Not only does this save you the time of meticulously pinning up dozens of photos in heart-shaped arrangements, it looks
pretty cool, too. The UPS in 2000 Penn and the FedEx at McPherson
Square will print large photos without breaking the bank. FedEx
photo posters start at about $28.

Personalized lampshades
rooms. But rather than going for an expensive, pre-designed lampshade, get creative with basic craft items. Dress up a plain white
lampshade by weaving ribbons across the front and secure them
on the back. Doodling with colorful Sharpies is also a quick way to
brighten up a lampshade and a room.

iPhone projector

fojol bros. @fojolbros
This traveling circus goes by fojol, not Ringling, and serves Indian and Mediterranean-style cuisine. Sides include curry and
non-melting Mango Lossipops.

projector instead. It's not exactly HD, but it's more than adequate
for marathoning Arrested Development. All you need is a magnify-

Basil Thyme @BasilThymeDC
Missing mom's lasagna? Hit up Basil Thyme. They husk and roast
their corn as a side to $11 traditional lasagna dishes.
½

Spray-painted folding chairs

DC Slices @dcslices
Disclaimer: I am a New Yorker. Appropriately prefaced with "DC," the pizza has a brick (not "brick
oven") crust. At $4 a slice, it is not worth the price
nor the hype.

for you.

with cans of spray paint. You can buy basic folding chairs from Target for $13, and Sherwin-Williams sells Krylon-brand spray paint.
alleyways under the cover of darkness are always an option.
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Get off your

BOTTOM

90'S DANCE PARTY
9:30 Club
August 23
$15

Olivia Kantor
Contributing Features Editor
okantor@gwhatchet.com

H

COOKIES & CREAM FESTIVAL
Penn Social
August 24
$13-15

SLICE

of life

Summer gossip as a form of

art
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Junior Katie Black shows off her decorated bandanna from Camp Quality, a a free week-long summer camp for a half-dozen
children with cancer. Black was part of the first group of GW students to host their own Camp Quality in early August and will
serve as a director for next summer's camp session.

Students work to sustain camp for children fighting cancer
from p. 1
kids and changes the way
they look at the disease that
they have," Chugani said.
Camp Quality's day-today activities hardly deviate from those of standard
childhood summer programs. Campers swim, hike,
paint, go rafting and watch
performances of jugglers
and magicians.
Every day, campers must
take one hour of "horizontal
time" to rest from the highenergy activities by either
napping or merely lying
down to relax.
"A lot of these kids come
from immunity-conscious
households, and for many
of them, activities like swimming or rafting are new experiences," Black said, adding that the camp mandates
The organization faced

unable to secure a campground and run the program
until this year. The program
initially struggled to gain
credibility among parents of
prospective campers, Black
said, as families were reluctant to put their children
in the hands of college students.
To
assuage
parents'
fears, the program hosted a
family day in 2012 to introing a free day of swimming,
rock climbing and other traditional camp activities.
Parents were also introduced to the camp's unique
counselor system: Each
camper is paired with a companion counselor, ensuring
more personalized attention.
Other companion counselors came from James Madison University and Virginia
Commonwealth University.
Every camper this year
was in remission, Black said,

but companion counselors had to be conscious of
campers' personal limits and
backgrounds with potential
grave health concerns.
"We really want the kids
to have the best possible
time and get the personal attention they deserve," Black
said. "In some cases, campers are coming straight from
the hospital, getting clearance for the week to come to
camp."
Two nurses and three
medical assistants were stationed at the camp, tending
to six campers. Many of the
kids came from Ohio, and
had previously attended a
Camp Quality chapter there.
Committed to keeping
the program free of charge
for campers, Chugani and
Black orchestrated campuswide fundraisers, leaving
coin jars stationed across
Foggy Bottom businesses,
including at Devon & Blake-

ly and Foggy Bottom Grocery. Chugani was drafting
and submitting grant apweek.
As of early August, the
organization had raised
$15,000, and received donations of medical supplies,
backpacks and water bottles
from Camp Quality Ohio.
As the program enters
its third year, Chugani and
Black said they hope to recruit more GW participants
and expand the camp's capacity for more kids by continually holding fundraisers.
"In all of the craziness
that these kids are dealing
with – spending nights in
hospitals, spending weeks
going through chemotherapy,
things that a young child really should not have to be dealing with – our goal is to provide them with a week there
they can feel like a normal kid
again," Chugani said.

age out of one drunken beach
day of school has been syn- escapade photo or a shortonymous with fresh haircuts,
new clothes and shiny shoes. you know, the better you'll be
But of course,
prepared for all
it's also the start
the social pop
and peak of gosquizzes at frat
Kelly Brand
sip season, a rite
parties and over
of passage each
Sweetgreen
fall.
lunches.
GW and its mile-wide
Have the courtesy to at
social circles make asking, least talk behind peoples'
"What'd you do?" and "Who'd backs — this way, they can't
you do?" an art form, and for calculate how many people
three months, we've been
forced to rely on Instagram ternship they only nabbed via
photos and Facebook relation- nepotism.
If you do muster up the
stimulation.
gall to talk to someone faceNow, we
get to ask the
up your most
questions.
Never repeat the a p o l o g e t i c
Who broke up
tone
when
with whom? same story twice. It'll bringing up
Who got tan?
the dramatic
Who got fat? make you look like a breakup you
Who
was
monitored
stuck at home has-been who doesn't over
Faceworking
at
book as if it
know the right people were your
Old Navy?
All
of
telewith the right dirt. favorite
the dirt that's
vision show.
been swept
Nevermind
under the rug for the past the semester you spent trashthree months is about to be ing their relationship.
aired out to a congregation of
Never repeat the same
hungry drama-suckers. While story twice. It'll make you look
it may seem that an informa- like a has-been who doesn't
tion dump such as this may know the right people with
be a free-for-all, this long-cel- the right dirt. If it's last week's
ebrated practice does have a news, just take it elsewhere.
standard etiquette.
Gossip is juicy and fun,
Spread it out: Don't focus and everyone does it. So
too much on one incident. when someone tells you
Someone's photo op with a they don't enjoy the catchsenator or backpacking session ing-up process, laugh, beacross Europe can be fodder cause later they'll be telling
for a substantive conversation, their roommate that you got
but you can't get much mile- fat over the summer.
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The number of returning players
on the men's soccer team from
last season

MEN'S SOCCER | 2013 SEASON PREVIEW

With experience and chemistry, Colonials expect to bounce back
Farhan Khan

Abdul Shaban

Tyler Ranalli

Jean-Pierre van der Merwe

Phillip McQuitty

Andri Alexandersson

Made 11 shots as a freshman last
season, fifth-most on the team.

In his first season at GW, started all 17
games he appeared, garnering a teamhigh in minutes, 1,542.

Joe Holleran

Bailey Hinners

Started all 16 games in which he
appeared last season, accumulating four
shots on goal.

Started all 11 games when healthy and
played all 90 minutes in four games last
season.

Ranked second on the team in shots
(26), goals (3) and points (7) while serving
as team co-captain last year.

Posted a .701 save percentage in nine
appearances during his freshman year.

Scored two goals last season, both gamewinners, while playing 1,330 minutes,
third-most on the team.

Tied for a team-high three assists last
season while starting all 18 games for the
Colonials.
NICK RICE | VISUAL DIRECTOR

by JAKE DEITCHER
Hatchet Staff Writer
Senior forward Tyler Ranalli has already seen plenty of
highs and lows during his time
on the men's soccer team. There
was an abysmal three-win
campaign his freshman year,
followed the next year by an
last season's disappointing 5-13
trudge.
If history holds true, Ranalli
is expecting this season to mirror the success his team had
two years ago, allowing him to
GW on a high note.
"There was a lot of turnover
with players and coaches last
season, so it was a transition.
It made it tough to be successful, but that happens, and we
had an unlucky year. That's all,"
said Ranalli, who was named to
A-10 Preseason All-Conference
Second Team by the website
College Sports Madness on
Tuesday.
Head coach Craig Jones
emphasized that the team was
aiming to avoid another transition year and get back to the
winning ways of the 2011 A-10

championship squad.
Unlike last year, the Colonials now have a strong core
of 15 returning players, including eight starters from last year.
Last season, several freshmen
were forced to step up, perhaps
before they were ready, because
of injuries to veteran players.
Jones said he has encouraged the team to scrap for starting spots, as roster competition
will bring additional depth to
the team in case injuries plague
them again.
"There's going to be competition for places. Maybe an
incoming guy will start over a
returning guy. That's the way
it goes," Jones said. "It's about
starting the best player at that
moment in time. I do feel that
competition for spots is healthy.
It can be frustrating for players
at times, but that's what makes
programs better."
Junior defender Andri Alexandersson, who was named
the team's most valuable player last season, will again be
the linchpin of the Colonials'
backline. Alexandersson will
pair with senior defender Alex
Sandland and sophomore goalkeeper Jean-Pierre van der Mer-

UPCOMING MEN'S SOCCER GAMES
vs. James Madison Aug. 24 at 5 p.m.
Exhibition - Harrisburg, Va.

vs. American Aug. 30 at 5 p.m.
Fairfax, Va.

CAMERON LANCASTER | CONTRIBUTING PHOTO EDITOR

Freshman Angel Valencia wards off a defender on the wing during
Tuesday's exhibition match against Montgomery College. The Colonials went on to win the game 2-1.

we to form a stingy defensive
front. They must get key stops
in order to initiate a Colonial offensive attack, which Jones said
will rely on speedy fast breaks
in the counter-attack.
Alexandersson transferred
to GW from Florida International before last season, meaning he has not yet had a taste

of A-10 title success. The junior
noted that team unity has been
adding that he and his teammates have eaten breakfast,
lunch and dinner together every day in pre-season training
to build team chemistry.
"Our job is to do better than
last season, and I believe we are

already better than last year,"
Alexandersson said. "We are an
experienced team and we have
excellent depth with our newer
players. We improved throughout last season and it's now our
job to build on that some more."
Thus far this season, though
it's still early, the Colonials have
been quickly showing improvement. In two exhibition games,
they have held on for a scoreless draw against Duke – an Atlantic Coast conference quartervictory win over Montgomery
College.
GW had previously faced
the Blue Devils four times in
regular season play and lost evby both teams was tame – 11-4
shots on goal in favor of Duke
– the draw may be a sign of a
strong defense that will be the
backbone of the team this year.

The match against Montgomery serves as an ideal single game scenario for the Colonials as they approach regular
season play. GW did not fall
apart after being behind by a
goal, limiting Montgomery to
only four second half shot atfrom contributions by their
younger players.
regular season match in Fairfax,
Va. against American University Aug. 30. Ranalli said players will not take last season's
disappointments with them to
"No one is carrying frustration from last season to this
year," Ranalli said. "It's just that
we went through a tough season, and now these guys are my
brothers. We made it through a
challenging year. We'll be better
because of it."
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MERCHANTS PAGE
Use your GWorld at these locations or cut out the appropriate coupon and
save on purchases from area businesses.

To place a display or classified advertisement, go to whatgwreads.com
or call (202) 994-7079

$7.99
Large 1-topping pizza

Manny & Olga's
202-337-1000

CLASSIFIEDS
JOBS

Fast, friendly Hostess or Host needed nights at Harry's
Harry's Bar a fun, busy American Restaurant and Bar at 436
11th st. NW DC one block to Metro Center needs hostesses at
dinnertime through 11 pm. NO EXPERIENCE NECESARRY WE WILL
TRAIN YOU IN ONE HOUR. Apply in person any day after 11 am.
Email johnwilliamboyle@aol.com

GWorld Merchants
To be included in this
special promotion,
contact your sales
representative or call
(202) 994-7682.
Deadline for
Merchants page:
Prior Thursday, 4 p.m.
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JOIN THE HATCHET
J O I N . G W H A T C H E T. C O M

GW’S INDEPENDENT STUDENT NEWSPAPER

OPEN HOUSE

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 1 @ 1-3 P.M.
HATCHET TOWNHOUSE t 2140 G S.T.

